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From your Editor

I

f you really want to know about adaptation, you should have a chat with Charles Darwin. Short
of that, here are a few of my thoughts. For the whole of the life of our universe, adaptation has
been the mode of operation. When the dinosaurs disappeared, mammals better adapted to
the change in climate and circumstances replaced them. Because of our interconnectedness, every
action affects every entity. Resources and situations move. They move for lots of different reasons.
Whatever the reason, they move. What I have now, I may not have tomorrow. What I have today,
you may have tomorrow. When things move, they at least try to leave voids, but voids are made to
be filled. When you take a cup of water out of the ocean, it is immediately replaced by the rest of
the ocean. The ocean level drops by that one cup and the subsequent space is occupied by air.
Every day, every minute, every second, we get older. One second older is hardly perceptible. Years
older (an accumulation of those seconds) display distinctive change. We don’t, often because we
can’t, do things the way we used to. Our bodies don’t respond the same. So, we change, we adapt,
so that we can continue to function.
The part that I find particularly difficult is deliberate adaptation. It is one thing allowing ourselves
to follow nature’s leading, and quite something else to make ourselves into something that we are
not naturally inclined to. A good example of this is my four years of military service. It started with
a bang and ended with a sigh. After a long trip from Oregon to San Diego, my head was shaved, I
was issued a uniform, and given a bunk, in a barracks with 30 or so other recruits. About 3:00 A.M.
we were awakened with a cacophony of banging pots and pans, and a torrent of profanity (they
didn’t want us to get too comfortable). Welcome to the US Navy. A very abrupt switch from a life of
rural independence to one of rigidly-structured authority from the top down, and close mechanical
spaces rather than an open natural environment. It wasn’t nearly as small as the submarines that
kept us company at Point Loma, but still, 400 men in a space 600 feet by 80 feet for weeks at a time
didn’t make for much privacy or freedom. Nevertheless, we adapted. There were parts of the ship
that weren’t used at different times of the day that could provide privacy when needed. And relationships developed with our shipmates that helped ease the stress and mitigate the close spaces.
And finally, the Navy experience only existed for a relatively short period of time. The need for adaptation wasn’t nearly as extreme as it could have been. But one of the sacrosanct truths of our universe is change. Change is always accompanied by adaptation. There really are no voids. You cannot
have change without some sort of accommodation. The adaptation may be intentional or not. We
may or may not ever be aware of the adaptation happening, but it most certainly does happen. It is
very much in our best interest to make the most of it.
Albert
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In the Interim - Comments from Joan

S

oon it will be Advent and the beginning of a new Church year. By then I will have been with
you for four months. I have settled in, living in Freeland at least five days a week and often
more. This is possible through the generosity and thoughtfulness of many, including Sis Jackson, who made her condo available for rent, and Susan and Kevin Sandri, who furnished the space
comfortably and even delivered furniture! I am feeling at home at St. Augustine’s and, as I write
this before Thanksgiving, I am truly grateful for all of you.
The theme for the December issue of The Light is Adaptive Change, especially thinking about what
we have to let go of before we can grasp new opportunities.
Adaptive change is not wholesale—we do not have to give up everything, but we do need to let
go of some things to allow for the new, the change. I think of the trapeze artist in a circus. As
long as she can swing back and forth hanging on to one trapeze bar, nothing changes, and in fact
if she does nothing, she will come to a standstill. But the trapeze artist participates in adaptive
change. She watches for the empty bar that comes swinging toward her and she lets go of the one
she is holding to grasp the new bar—adaptive change. Note that for one small moment the trapeze
artist is suspended in mid-air, having let go of one bar an instant before she grasps the new bar. If
she tries to hold on to both at the same time, she will be pulled in two directions and able to go in
neither.
As we begin this new year together, let it be a year of change that adapts to the new situation in
which St. Augustine’s finds itself. Some things and people are gone, other people have come, and
we are a different community now than in the past. I am suggesting that this be the year in which
St. Augustine’s intentionally re-invents itself, holding on to the things and traditions that are good
and fruitful while making room to embrace new ideas and ways of being together. All of this is
important work in the process of calling a new Rector.
Happy New Year,
Joan
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Saying
Hello to
Goodbye
Steve Burr

I

f you’re like me, your free-ranging imagination occasionally wanders onto thin ice. And at the
very instant you realize where you are, you’re suddenly plunging through that frigid crust into
murky waters of uncertainty about how much of your life is left. And sometimes you indulge
in lurid musings about what you can expect to be the quality of your remaining time on earth.
Some people name that a “wake-up call.”
Mine came about five years ago, when I learned that I have Parkinson’s disease. I’m one of about
60,000 Americans newly diagnosed with the disease each year. It’s progressive and incurable, and
although its cause isn’t known, I learned that exposure to Agent Orange while serving with the U.S.
Army in Vietnam in 1965 could be why I have it.
Even with medication, as the dopamine-producing cells in the center of my brain die, I can expect
basic motor functions to degenerate. And as they do, symptoms typical of the disease will gradually
assert themselves. Loss of the sense of smell, hand tremor, impaired posture and balance, slowed
movement, slurred speech, difficulty writing, erectile dysfunction, and more.
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Beginning in her early 60s, the person I had known and loved as my mother gradually dissolved
from dementia. Passing into middle age, that I might be traveling the same path as Mom began
to materialize as a threatening possibility. Five years ago, at age 70, and still with no dementia
symptoms apparent, I began to feel that I’d dodged that bullet when one marked “Parkinson’s” hit
me right between the eyes.
Already experiencing tremors in my right hand, it seemed to me that my choices were to do nothing
and gradually become more disabled, or if I could, find a way to stall the onset of additional
symptoms. I explored claims that intense exercise increases neuroplasticity in the brain. Highintensity exercises seem to benefit the brain by enhancing the uptake of dopamine and improving
the growth of neurons. I learned that non-contact boxing training is a form of exercise used by
some patients with Parkinson’s disease to improve their symptoms. Boxers are well-conditioned
athletes because of the diversity of exercises they practice to become good fighters. Regular
workouts improve a boxer’s balance, focus, agility, hand-eye coordination, speed, endurance,
strength, and postural stability—the same abilities eventually claimed by Parkinson’s.
I could hardly believe my good luck when I discovered that boxing fitness classes for people with
Parkinson’s are being offered locally in the Solid Stone Boxing Gym at Ken’s Korner in Clinton.
Dakota Stone, founder-owner and professional boxer, coaches the classes with Lauren Stone and
Sue Taves, a physical therapist at Lone Lake Physical Therapy in Langley. Our coaches agree,
based on periodic fitness assessments, that we boxers who participate regularly are gaining a real
advantage—maintaining, and in some cases improving, function. Exercising while overseen by
these experienced coaches and supported by the camaraderie of other boxers who, like us, are
fighting Parkinson’s disease, we’re reclaiming abilities that might have been lost by now.
Consequently, today I’m stronger and more physically fit than I was ten years ago. Instead of fearing
Parkinson’s, I’m learning how to accept it as just another part of me. Rather than considering it my
“enemy” I find it comfortable nowadays to think of Parkinson’s as my “companion.”
Outside of the boxing ring Steve Burr is the Volunteer Coordinator for Healing Circles Langley.
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Climate Change: Mitigation, Adaptation, Suffering
Joseph Sheldon PhD

T

his article summarizes the current (2019) understanding of climate change based on the
MIT Technology Review article “Welcome to Climate Change” (May/June 2019), articles in
Science (2019), the recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change IPCC: Summary
for Policy Makers report (2018), and the Fourth National Climate Assessment Volume II — Impacts, Risks, and Adaptation in the United States (2018).

Research unambiguously shows that climate change is real, is a current threat, and is human caused.
The primary driver of climate change is carbon dioxide which has increased by more than 40%
since the advent of the Industrial Revolution. That the CO2 increase derives from the combustion
of fossil fuels is verified by carbon isotopic signatures. To make a complicated story short, fossil fuels
lack the isotope 14C (carbon-14). The carbon isotope found in the atmosphere is predominately
12
C which comprises 99% of the atmospheric carbon while the bulk (90% or so) of the recent
(post-Industrial Revolution) increase in atmospheric CO2 is 14C from fossil fuel combustion. The
remainder of the increase is attributed primarily to deforestation.
What measurable global events are associated with climate change? The list is extensive but includes
rising air and sea temperatures, rising sea levels, increased storm intensity, melting ice sheets,
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shrinking mountain glaciers, ocean acidification, global modification of atmospheric composition,
changes in ecosystem structure and function, catastrophic loss of species, shifting bird migration
time, earlier spring flowering in the Northern Hemisphere, longer fire seasons, major impact on
global food production, expansion of tropical diseases into the temperate region, and shifting
human populations as the number of environmental refugees expand. All of these effects are
currently evident and increasing in intensity. According to the MIT Technology Review, the world
faces three major choices as we deal with climate change: mitigation, adaptation, and suffering.
The publication addresses mitigation efforts, how the world is adapting and will need to adapt, and
what lies ahead in terms of suffering.
The remainder of this article will introduce readers to two key publications as well as science-based
articles of the last few months focusing on climate change.
The Fourth National Climate Assessment is a comprehensive and authoritative report on climate
change and its impacts in the United States. The assessment was coordinated by NOAA with more
than 50 authors from multiple governmental agencies plus non-governmental research scientists.
The summary document is available at https://science2017.globalchange.gov/.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2018) report calls for holding the global rise in
temperature at or below 1.5o C. I encourage you to look at the summary report produced for policy
makers. It provides a broad view of the major findings of the report: https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/
uploads/2018/02/ipcc_wg3_ar5_summary-for-policymakers.pdf
We will now turn to research articles published in the journal Science.
11 January 2019: How fast are the oceans warming? Observational records of ocean heat content
show that ocean warming is accelerating. Approximately 93% of the human-induced energy
imbalance is oceanic and not atmospheric, in the form of increased ocean heat content (OHC).
The article states that “The fairly steady rise in OHC shows that the planet is clearly warming.
The prospects for much higher OHC, sea level, and sea-surface temperatures should be of concern
given the abundant evidence of effects on storms, hurricanes, and the hydrological cycle, including
extreme precipitation events.”
8 February 2019: Greenhouse Gases: Strengthened scientific support for the Endangerment
Findings for atmospheric greenhouse gases. The “Endangerment Findings” related to climate
change are part of the United States federal Clean Air Act. This article states that “New evidence
about the extent, severity, and interconnectedness of impacts detected to date and projected for the
future reinforces the case that climate change endangers the health and welfare of current and future
generations.”
19 April 2019: New climate models forecast a warming surge. Our understanding of future global
conditions is based on computer models using current data and the rate of known and anticipated
change to project likely conditions in the future. At least eight new models produced in the United
States, Canada, and France, based on the most recent data, project 5o C or more of warming.
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Climate Change: Mitigation, Adaption, Suffering continued

The current level of carbon dioxide is now 409 parts per million and rising! Model builders and
atmospheric scientists are working to determine the accuracy of the new models.
17 May 2019: Vanishing Bering Sea ice poses climate puzzle. The amount of Bering Sea ice
is now the lowest seen since satellite monitoring began in 1978. The reduction of ice cover and
warming sea is changing ecological balances, impacting arctic fisheries, threatening polar bears, and
heavily impacting native coastal communities.
26 July 2019: Direct observations of submarine melt and subsurface geometry at a tidewater
glacier. Quoting from the abstract: “The observed melt rates are up to two orders of magnitude
greater than predicted by theory, challenging current simulations of ice loss from tidewater glaciers.”
23 August 2019: The case for strategic and managed climate retreat: Why, where, when, and
how should communities relocate? The article is under the Policy Forum section in Science and
deals with climate change adaptation. The article addresses retreat at different levels, including
moving off barrier islands or out of hurricane-prone areas. In some cases, the retreats have
been driven by the loss of or unacceptable rise in insurance premiums (government disaster or
commercially available). In other cases, individuals have been prohibited from re-building after
a weather disaster. The article moves from local/small scale relocations to present and expected
larger scale movements of environmental refugees. The article is a policy article. It does not address
the numbers of environmental refugees based on the magnitude of possible/probable sea level
rise. However, a one- to two-meter rise will have a catastrophic global impact. With a projected
population at or approaching 10 billion individuals by 2100, a two-meter sea level rise would result
in up to one tenth of the total human population on the move.
20 September 2019: The human imperative of stabilizing global climate change at 1.5oC. The
authors (full article available on the Science website) constituted an expert group in the 2018 IPCC
report. Quoting from the article in Science, “. . . we were asked to assess the impact of recent climate
change (1.0o C, 2017) and the likely impact over the next 0.5o C to 1.0o C of additional global
warming. At the beginning of this exercise, many of us were concerned that the task would be
hindered by a lack of expert literature available for 1.5o C and 2.0o C warmer worlds. Although this
was the case at the time of the Paris Agreement, it has not been our experience four years later . . .
. It is very clear that there is an even more compelling case for deepening commitment and actions
for stabilizing GMST [global mean surface temperature] at 1.5o C above the pre-industrial period.”
27 September 2019: Warming transforms the oceans and poles: United Nations report forecasts
dire effects, adding to a week of climate action. The article quotes Michael Oppenheimer, a report
author and climate scientist at Princeton University: “Without action, rare, catastrophic storm
surges will become common within 30 years . . . . What was a 100-year event is a yearly event by
2050. Rising waters pose a particular threat to small island nations near the equator where storms
are rare and sea level typically varies little . . . .”
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4 October 2019: Decline of the North American avifauna. The research points to a 29% loss in
bird populations since 1970 totaling 3 billion birds. It suggests that climate change is one of the
major drivers in the loss. The estimates are based on broad scale annual censuses of bird species plus
estimates from continent-wide weather radar networks that show a steep decline in the numbers of
migrating birds. The article suggests that other contributing factors include habitat loss, unregulated
hunting, and other human-caused factors.
11 October 2019: Our Future in the Fjords: How fast will seas rise? A closely observed
Greenland glacier could hold the answer. The study looks at the Helheim glacier within the
Greenland ice sheet. It is estimated that the melt from Greenland’s ice sheet accounts for 25% of
the current sea level rise. Quoting from the article, “Greenland could contribute another quartermeter of sea level rise by 2100 . . . . All told, the ice sheet holds enough water to raise seas by seven
meters.” Since 2007 the Helheim glacier has retreated seven kilometers and thinned by more than
100 meters.
1 November 2019: Salmon in clear and present danger. The article addresses the large Alaskan
die-off of salmon during the summer of 2019. Die-offs are happening as well in many rivers in
western North America as the temperatures rise, river levels fall, and winter snowpack decreases.
Marine heat waves are increasing in frequency. Currently another “blob” of warm water is forming
in the Pacific Ocean similar to the event five and four years ago resulting in massive disruption to

the Northern Pacific fisheries and Washington state closing the salmon fishing season. The runs
have not yet recovered, as 2018 and 2019 runs were poor in the Columbia River and Puget Sound.
As we consider the world we are bequeathing to our children and grandchildren, we who are
called to live righteously in God’s kingdom today must take climate change seriously as we reduce
our impact on creation. We are called to live sustainably as we act justly and love mercy and walk
humbly with our God (Micah 6:8). If we defile God’s creation by our living, we not only desecrate
creation, but also fail to love our neighbors as ourselves.
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The Hills Are
Alive . . . .
David Locke

W

ho has not, upon, say, awakening in the mountains, or greeting dawn in the Arctic,
felt the urge to burst into song in praise of God? Our greatest moments of exaltation
or celebration call for music. In the ancient world, music was rare. Someone had to
make it for you to hear it. It didn’t surround us almost unconsciously, everywhere we went.
Thus music became associated with the peak moments of life and was from earliest times essential
to community worship. The ancient Hebrews sang songs in the Temple and played instruments
such as the trumpet, cymbal, harp, and lyre. The Psalms were the original hymnbook.
How has church music changed? Although the various uses of music formed traditions which lasted for decades or even centuries at a time, if we look back through the telescope of history from this
end, it seems that changes in musical styles were happening almost constantly. One of the satisfying benefits of studying history is to observe how each set of events leads logically and inevitably
to the next. The history of church music seems to have been a tug-of-war between two diverging
forces.
The force of Tradition (ask Tevye) is a mighty one. To avoid modern connotations of the word
“conservative,” let us call it the cautious point of view. It argued, over the centuries, for simplicity,
if not austerity in church. A simple plainsong was enough. No harmony. Not too wide a range of
pitch. Certainly no instruments. Vocal rhythms only. Scriptural texts only.
On the other hand was the annoying human tendency to elaborate. Make God’s praise glorious! If
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one musical idea is good, let’s try a few more. If the tune goes too high, sing it lower. Several times
in music history the overgrown shrubbery of musical artistry had to be severely pruned back by
decree from pope or church council.
Over the centuries since the Temple, thousands of psalms were written by many composers. Eventually the 150 we use were selected and the rest forgotten. At the time of Jesus, the psalms were
used, chanted, or sung to a few simple pitches.
During the early church, canticles—lyrical utterances from scripture such as the Magnificat, Nunc
Dimittis, and Benedictus—were employed along with the psalms. These were used to teach doctrine to the catechumens, those studying the faith to become Christians. Various heresies and sects
competed with each other, often using songs to put forward their teachings.
The church fathers Ambrose and Augustine (of Hippo) are both sources of hymns, Ambrose being
associated with beautiful melodies, while the guilty Augustine favored the cautious views. Altogether, the use of songs to advertise or propagandize became more and more rampant.
In the 6th century, Pope Gregory I (“the Great”) sent out emissaries to gather and standardize
liturgical usage for the western Church. This collection became known as Gregorian chant. It
was a case of simplifying the music, cutting back to just the psalms, sung to plainsong. It was not
intended for the congregation to sing. Each church had an associated convent or a schola cantorum
(choir) to do the singing; the congregation listened.
But it was not too long before humanity, in the image of God, once again
began to create. By the 10th century or earlier, monks began singing the
plainsong not only in octaves, but fourths or fifths as well, resulting in the
ancient style we call “organum.” This led to polyphony, where multiple voices
begin singing different tunes and eventually different texts simultaneously.
Various instruments also crept into the ensemble. Rhythm became necessary
for organization.
During the Mass, just before the Gospel, a piece is sung which ends with
“Alleluia.” The last syllable was elaborated into a melodic cadenza, a lovely
melody moved by the spirit. This “jubilus” grew longer and more beautiful,
and eventually it needed a text to aid the memory. These texts were (gasp!)
non-scriptural, but aided the laity in their understanding of church doctrine.
These texts became some of the first modern hymns, known as sequences.
They were sung to rhythmic patterns and had regular phrase lengths, perhaps for the first time.
Hundreds of sequences were written, but only five survived the Council of Trent, adjourned in
1563. The rest were banned from the Mass.
The Reformation was a time of great musical change. Of the early reformers, Huldrych Zwingli wanted nothing to do with music and John Calvin took the cautious course of permitting only
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The Hills Are Alive.... continued

scriptural texts (although reworked into rhyming metrical paraphrases that could be learned by
heart). Martin Luther alone recognized the power of congregational singing to inspire and motivate.
Adapting many Gregorian melodies, and borrowing many secular tunes, Luther wrote hymns (texts)
which are metrical and strophic. This means the lines of text and music match, and are repeated in
stanzas. This freedom created a great richness of hymnody, intended for use by the congregation.
Luther found his lute to be inadequate to accompany the
crowd. A machine was needed to provide enough sound
to support the singing. It was this tradition that brought
on the golden age of organ-building in the 17th century,
a tradition which has gone global since then.
Churches of the Calvinist persuasion continued with
metrical psalms, worrying that anything non-scriptural might risk admitting heresy. In the Scottish church
there were two competing psalters in use, one more
austere, the other more melodious. Each had its proponents. But the Psalms are Old Testament, and there was
a need to Christianize the psalter.
In England, the Puritans under Oliver Cromwell almost
succeeded in removing music from the church. Organs
were destroyed, and only a few small instruments survived from before that time, mostly in private ownership.
But after the restoration of the monarchy, Protestant
hymn-singing really flourished in England, with many of
our favorite Anglican hymns being written since then.
David Locke at St. Augustine’s Pasi organ

There is so much to tell . . . .

In our own time, we have seen the introduction of congregational singing in the Roman Catholic church after the Second Vatican Council in the 1960s.
This was aided by the introduction of the “guitar Mass,” more popular-sounding music, more commercial-sounding music . . . and still we must draw the line somewhere.
We are now the heirs of countless musical styles and traditions, from Scandinavian to Latin, from
African-American to Native American, from Ghanaian to Korean, from Medieval through Renaissance, Romantic, and Post-modern. The music brings us the experiences of all people, scattered
through time and space.
Moreover, music unites the body of Christ, as more and more we sing the same songs, regardless of
denomination. Sometimes it is doctrinal, sometimes poetic, sometimes personal. Sometimes it fits.
Sometimes it surprises.
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Nancy Ruff

It’s Not Easy Being Beautiful
If nothing ever changed, there would be no butterflies. Author Unknown
or generations people have recognized the butterfly as a symbol of transformation, of change
in appearance or character, usually for the better.
The caterpillar’s change from a relatively unattractive pest into the mesmerizing, beautiful butterfly is an amazing mechanism developed by nature. While it is bizarre from the outside, this transformation is quite gruesome deep inside the chrysalis. In short, for a caterpillar to turn into a butterfly,
it digests itself using enzymes triggered by hormones. Cells similar to stem cells grow into the body
parts of the future butterfly.
The metamorphosis isn’t a beautiful physical transformation. It’s an evolutionary mechanism at work.
The more detailed story of the caterpillar’s transformation is scientific and lengthy and a bit ugly, much
like our lives and the transformations we undergo. Butterflies and caterpillars don’t just look different—they behave differently, too. One lives in trees, and the other flies. One eats leaves, and the other
solely feeds on nectar. There’s plenty of room for both kinds to coexist because they don’t interfere
with each other’s purposes or food sources.
The transformation of a caterpillar to a butterfly requires change, much as in our human world.
Nothing is permanent. Things and people go and are replaced by new ones. The cocoon is a safe and
comfortable home for the caterpillar, but it must leave this comfort to become the beautiful butterfly.
Many of us resist change because it is uncomfortable. It has been said that no one embraces change
but a baby with a dirty diaper. Well, not no one—some people welcome, push for, and continually
change, often solving problems in their lives or the lives of others but often also changing for the sake
of change, creating more problems.
Change, transition, growth, adaptation: all are embodied by the caterpillar/butterfly. As hard as it is,
we also must grow, adapt, change, and transition but we must be careful not to change just for change
sake. The butterfly’s metamorphosis has a purpose and the changes we make must also have purpose.
Otherwise the result will be messy, will cause more problems, and will certainly not be beautiful.
“We delight in the beauty of the butterfly, but rarely admit the changes
it has gone through to achieve that beauty.” Maya Angelou
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During the summer
of 2019, Kevin Sandri,
at the invitation of his
neighbors, hiked with
them across Spain
via The Camino de
Santiago. The following,
the first of a three part
series, is his story.

Pilgrimage
Kevin Sandri

C

limb . . . hike . . . walk! My Camino de Santiago this past summer was difficult, beautiful,
and fulfilling. It began when my neighbors decided they were going to make the trek and
asked if I was interested. Are you kidding? Eight weeks in Spain! It sounded like the best
vacation ever. Even though I was recovering from arthroscopic knee surgery, I had three months to
get off the crutches and get in shape. Starting slowly, it was all I could do to walk up and down the
stairs. Once mobile, I purchased new light-weight equipment including a backpack, poncho, light
jacket, and hiking boots. The three of us spent the weekends walking our dogs at Ebey’s Landing,
Greenbank Farm, Putney Woods, and climbing Mt. Erie. As we got stronger, we got up to about
seven miles a day for two days in a row. My best guess is that we hiked about 200 miles before we
departed for Europe.
We flew to Paris June 12th and took a small plane to Biarritz, where we waited in the rain for a
taxi to drive us just over the border to Irun, Spain. The next morning, groggy with jet lag, we had
breakfast in the hotel and put on our packs. We then asked the desk clerk which way to go. She
pointed out the door and gestured that we should walk through a round-about
and down the street. This seemed a bit confusing, but I had my new watch-band
compass and I figured if we walked west it would be OK.
I had no idea where we were going, but it was exciting. After about a half mile, I
saw a woman in the distance with a red backpack. I was like a kid in a candy store.
Look— another hiker! The red backpack crossed the road. “Hey, we’re crossing,” I
said. At that point, I saw our future—it was a little painted yellow arrow. For the
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next 508 miles we would see a yellow arrow at every road intersection, trail crossing, or driveway to
keep us on our Way.
Oh, that first day! Our trip guide stated 18 miles from Irun to San Sebastian. It did not mention
the tough part, which was that we had to climb over the Pyrenees to get there. We started at sea
level and climbed up to about 2500 feet then back to sea level. As we dragged ourselves into San
Sebastian, we were utterly exhausted. We pulled out our map to locate our hotel and could not
make heads or tails of it. So we asked a nice woman in our best not-so-good-Spanish how to get
to the hotel. Well, we discovered San Sebastian has three beaches and our hotel was located on the
farthest one, about two miles ahead. San Sebastian was absolutely gorgeous, but all we could do
was watch our feet as we plodded along the boardwalk with our heads down. I’m sure we were a
ghastly sight: Three new pilgrims, covered in trail dust, soaked with sweat, dragging ourselves across
the city. Good news—we got there. We discovered everyone wanted to help us on our Way. I guess
it was obvious that we were pilgrims, but just to make sure, we had affixed scallop shells to our
backpacks. The scallop shell is the official symbol of the Camino de Santiago. Consequently, every
time we stopped for even a moment, someone would point out our proper direction and say “Buen
Camino” with a smile. We never got tired of hearing it and we always answered, “Gracias.”
That first day was a nightmare. We never saw the red backpack woman again, but she was the first
of many blessings. There is a saying that we all learned: “The Camino will provide.” Every day we
encountered difficulty and every day the Camino provided. Our first day the woman with the red
backpack showed us our Way and then disappeared into the distance. Later, a nice woman in San
Sebastian directed us without a word of English to our hotel. The following day we were famished
and, turning a corner on a trail in the middle of nowhere, a man had set up a booth to sell fruit
and cold drinks. Another day we had to take some detours through a logging area, so the mapped
water access points were not available to pilgrims. I ran out of water in the 90 degree heat and was
dangerously close to heat exhaustion. As we came out of the logging area though, a friendly man
was standing beside the trail, and he took us to the water fountain in his little town square. He
then walked with us all the way through town and directed us toward our hotel. We would have
never found it without his help. “The Camino will provide” was affirmed over and over daily. We
all looked forward to the evidence and wondered what it would be next. We learned from our
mistakes; I carried more water and never ran out again. Additionally, we stocked up on oranges,
olives, and peanuts to snack on as we journeyed.
The first days were very difficult. Spain and most of Europe were sweltering with 100+ degree
temperatures. We had chosen the Camino del Norte route because we wanted to be on the northern
coast, which is less crowded and where the weather is milder than the rest of Spain. Luckily, as we
walked across the northern coast, the heat wave moved behind us diagonally across the middle of
the country.
During the first ten days we would see about five other pilgrims per day. It was so exciting to meet
another pilgrim: Where are you from? Where did you start? How long have you been walking? Are
you going all the way to Santiago? Where are you going tonight? After a few shared moments, it
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Pilgrimage continued

was “Buen Camino” and we were off. We tended to walk just a bit faster than most people, so we
usually overtook the people we met . . . until we met the Greeks. These Adonis fellas were both
about 6’4” and cut by a chisel. They blew past us with their long strides after we exchanged all the
pleasantries, but their planned trip took them to our same stop every day for about two weeks. We
got to know them well and socialized with the Greek Guys nearly daily. They were always waiting
for us as we came off the trail.

Pumpkin, Black Bean, and Coconut ‘Stew’ Over Rice
(With Soup Variant)

This base recipe is wonderful—full of flavor, yet gluten- and dairy-free, with a myriad of
variations that make it a wonderful addition to your recipe treasury. The ‘over rice’ version
provides the complete protein of beans and rice, making it a flavorful way to ensure good
nutrition.
BASE RECIPE—OVER RICE
Ingredients
1 - teaspoon ground cumin (substitute curry if preferred)
1 - 15 oz can pure pumpkin puree
1 - 15 oz can black beans
1 - 14 oz can unsweetened coconut milk (can be regular or ‘light’)
4 - tablespoons chopped fresh cilantro (can substitute parsley)
¾ - teaspoon lime zest (approx. one lime zested)
Directions
Stir cumin in heavy/medium saucepan over medium heat 30 seconds.
Add pumpkin, beans, and coconut milk.
Heat soup over medium high, stir frequently to prevent sticking and boiling. (Boiling will
separate the coconut milk, which isn’t ‘bad’; it just looks funny.)
Just before serving, mix in lime juice, lime peel, and 3 tablespoons cilantro.
Season soup with salt and pepper.
Reduce heat and simmer 3-5 minutes to blend flavors.
Ladle soup into bowls. Sprinkle with remaining 1 tablespoon cilantro.
Soup Variant: Add 2 cups of vegetable broth (for vegetarian) or chicken broth.
Other Variants: Start with chopped onions and carrots with cumin (in a smidge of oil) and
sauté before adding pumpkin-Add chopped tomatoes-Add other ingredients as you desire!
Recipe shared by Ashley McConnaughey at the September 2019 Caring with Meals adult forum.
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How to be a
Caring Visitor
Summary provided by Cathy Haworth,
Care Ministry member

I

f you search for “visiting patients in the hospital” with your Internet browser, it’s easy to come
up with a list of don’ts: Don’t stay too long, don’t sit on the bed, don’t visit if you’re sick. But
what are the do’s? St. Augustine’s Interim Rector Canon Joan Anthony shared some of her
insights at the Nov. 17th adult forum, “How to be a Caring Visitor.”
• Listen. Be with. Make a connection.
• Call first, especially if someone is homebound. At the hospital, stop at the nursing station
before going to the room. Use hand sanitizer before and after your visit.
• Instead of asking “how are you?” consider saying “Jane, I’m so glad to see you.” Be prepared
with a bit of positive conversation—neighborhood news, a shared memory, knowledge of the
person’s interests (e.g. Seahawks, grandchildren).
• Hospitals can feel impersonal. It’s important to use the person’s name and give them the sense they
are seen and known. Because they have lost some bodily independence be careful not to be invasive. You might briefly touch a hand or forearm or hold hands during a prayer, but no more.
• People have two fears—that they may not get back to the way things were, or that the crisis
will happen again. Be willing to talk about this at a deeper level but let them take the lead.
Don’t be afraid of pauses. Remember that medications and the illness affect response time.
Nonresponsive people have hearing and it’s appropriate to talk to them.
• Before leaving, if you’re comfortable, ask “Can we pray together? What would you like to
pray for?” The Lord’s Prayer or the 23rd Psalm are possible choices.
• 15 minutes is probably the longest you should stay.
We shared some of our experiences and hesitations about whether, when, and how to approach
matters of faith. How can we offer comfort and reassurance?
Recognize when people are giving you an opening to talk about faith; it is an honor. There’s no need
to feel you have to have answers. It’s okay to say I don’t know, and most important to be honest.
For people not previously connected to a faith, Canon Joan feels it is more believable in a way to
hear about faith from you, their friend, than a pastor. If your friend is interested in speaking with a
priest, she would be willing to go with you to visit.
Above all, listen and leave room for the Holy Spirit.
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Walking with the Celtic Saints

St.Columbanus
the Scribe
Ted Brookes

I

n our most recent articles, we have focused on the Seven Founder Saints of Brittany, in preparation for
the June 2020 Celtic Christian Pilgrimage to that historic region of France. However, there were several
other Celtic Christian missionaries who had a profound impact on the establishment of the early Church
in Western Europe. One such saint was Columbanus, a 6th century Irish monk, who was one of the greatest
missionaries of the early church. He led the Irish-Scottish mission of conversion across much what is now
France, Italy, and Switzerland in the late 6th and early 7th centuries. He is primarily remembered as the
founder of Bobbio Abbey in Italy during the period 612-614 and Luxeuil Abbey in present-day France. He is
also widely celebrated as a poet, writer, and scholar.
Columbanus was born in 543 in Leinster, Ireland. He was first educated under Abbot Sinell of Cleenish in
a monastery on an island in the River Erne in what is now County Fermanagh. He later elected to study at
a monastery in Bangor in modern-day County Down. At Bangor, Columbanus received a comprehensive
education, including Greek and Latin, under the tutelage of St. Comgall, the abbot of the monastery. While
there, Columbanus was noted for his love of scholasticism, debate, and learning. He reportedly thrived under
the strict discipline at Bangor and this, in turn, colored his personal habits for the rest of his life.
Around 590, Columbanus traveled from Ireland through Britain to Merovingian France with twelve
companions, the most famous of whom was St. Gall, who subsequently found St. Gallen Abbey in
Switzerland. During his travels, Columbanus stopped for extended periods of time in Luxeuil, Nantes,
and Annegray. During this period, he founded Luxeuil Abbey, and elsewhere in Burgundy founded
Annegray Abbey as well as Fontaine Abbey.
Columbanus and his companions attained and exerted great influence in ecclesiastical matters across
France. However, they later ran into controversy with the Merovingian royal family and the Frankish bishops
over the exact date of Easter. (Significantly, Columbanus celebrated Easter according to Celtic rites and the
Celtic Christian calendar). Columbanus and his followers were subsequently banished from France.
Columbanus and a now smaller band of monks were welcomed by the king and queen of Lombardy on
the Italian peninsula in 611. He later founded an abbey along the River Trebbia at Bobbio in 614. This
monastery became a renowned center for learning in the early Middle Ages. It is with Bobbio Abbey
that St. Columbanus is most famously associated.
St. Columbanus is venerated in both the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Churches. He is the
patron saint of motorcyclists. His feast day is celebrated on 23 November and on 24 November by the
Benedictine order.
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God’s Disappearing Creatures

The Arctic Fox

Victim of Climate Change
Ted Brookes

T

he Arctic fox is a small mammal that lives in the Arctic regions of the Northern Hemisphere. To survive this harsh habitat, the Arctic fox has some special adaptations. Its
muzzle, legs, and ears are short to prevent heat loss, and it has a thick layer of body fat and
thick fur to keep it warm. Its fur is brown in the summer, but turns white in the winter to help it
blend in with its environment.
Arctic foxes are hunters and scavengers that eat lemmings, voles, fish, bird eggs, and even berries
and seaweed. In certain regions, this species will follow polar bears out on the sea ice during winter
to scavenge their leftover meals.
The Arctic fox is not endangered, but it is currently facing a major problem. That problem, which
is consistent with other northern animals, is habitat shifts due to climate change.
In the past, the Arctic fox was the only fox in its range, so it could eat and live without much
competition. However, because the temperatures in the north are changing dramatically, species
that prefer warmer places are now moving into the Arctic fox’s habitat. The principal species having
an impact on the Arctic fox’s survivability is the red fox.
The red fox is a much bigger and more aggressive animal that simply dominates the Arctic fox. Red
foxes will outhunt them and take over their dens, leaving the Arctic fox without food or a home.
Arctic foxes need to live in the cold, away from strong competitors, and have access to multiple
food sources. Scientists looking at the European Arctic fox have predicted that their habitat
could decrease by 56% by the year 2080 because of rising temperatures, increases in the number
of predators like the red fox, and reduced food sources. If we want the Arctic fox populations to
continue to exist, we will have to work to conserve suitable habitats such as the Arctic National
Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) in the North Slope region of northeastern Alaska.
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In-House @ St.Augie’s
REFLECTIONS
Advent &Adaptation

Hope in Times of Distress
Rev. Dr. Chris Breuninger

C

hange is often like an uninvited intruder who disrupts our daily rhythms with a distressing
new normal. No wonder many people flee from it or fight against it. But there is a better
way—we can adapt to it with faith and hope.

Advent is a season that calls for adaptation: we are called to adapt to the darkness of God’s silence
with faith in God’s promises; we are called to adapt to persistent disappointment with hope in
God’s presence. Advent adaptation presents us with a robust hope when that uninvited intruder
comes knocking on our door.
Advent hope is much larger than the hope we conventionally confuse with a wish. We begin
watching a movie and say, “I hope this will be good one.” It may be, or it might not be. We open
a gift, and think, “I hope I can use this one.” You might be able to use it, or not. When we say “I
hope” we often mean “I wish.”
Biblical hope is not a wish-dream. Nor is it a blind belief in the steady progress of humanity. And
it’s not a naive optimism that everything will somehow be alright. The hope we find in Scripture is a
robust confidence in God’s presence and promise to renew all things and to lighten our darkness, in
spite of all apparent contradictions.
When our hope is pinned on God we can press through physical illness, chronic pain, and serious
setbacks. With God’s hope alive in your life you can find confidence when the doctor tells you that
“it’s not going to get any better.” When our hope is pinned on God, we can endure just about any
desperate distress.
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As a pastor, I have seen how transformative
faith can be for those who ground their hope
in God’s enduring promises to never leave or
forsake them, to be with them, and to lighten
their darkness. When we adapt to darkness
and disappointment with hope and faith,
transformation happens. Our context and
circumstance may not change, but we change as
we adapt to them with hope and faith.
Advent is a season to lament, express distress,
and to recalibrate our hope. And hope has
a name—Jesus, the light of the world. By
calibrating our hope on Jesus, we will have a
hope large enough to adapt to the distressing
curveballs of life.
This Advent, as we look back to Jesus’ first
advent and look forward to his final advent,
may we defy the distress of darkness and
disappointment by keeping our hope and faith
alive.
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Personnel
STAFF

Joan Anthony Interim Rector
Molly Felder-Grimm Parish Administrator
David Locke Parish Musician
Rob Anderson Bookkeeper
Lucy Brown Childcare
Open Custodian

VOLUNTEER LEADERSHIP

GREETERS
Brian Reid Contact and Scheduling

USHERS
Art Taylor 8:00, Jenny Irmer 10:30 Scheduling

ANIMAL MINISTRY
Margaret Schultz, Brian Reid Contacts

ARTS & AESTHETICS
Susan Sandri Chair

Susan Sandri Senior Warden
M.K. Sandford Junior Warden
Nancy Ruff Treasurer

GARDENS

VESTRY

Beverly Babson Coordinator

Dick Hall, M.K Sandford, , Marilyn Hill,
Chris Breuninger, Susan Sandri, Joan Johnson,
Meade Brown, Barry Haworth, Celia Metz Clerk

Stephen Schwarzmann Chair

CONVENTION
Gail Corell, Brian Reid, Maureen Masterson, Dann
Jergenson Delegates
Devon Irmer, Kathryn Beaumont Alternate Delegates

TABULATORS
Br. Richard Tussey Lead Tabulator

Diana Klein Contact

COLUMBARIUM
ENDOWMENT FUND
EPISCOPAL PEACE FELLOWSHIP
Dick Hall Contact

GREENING
Ted Brookes Chair, Celia Metz Secretary

SUNDAY COFFEE HOUR
Pat Brookes 8:00, Open 10:30 Coordinators

LECTORS

INTEGRITY

Nancy Ruff Coordinator, Margaret Schultz 8:00,
Eileen Jackson 10:30 Scheduling

Mic Kissinger Convener

MISSION SUNDAY OFFERING

EUCHARISTIC VISITORS

Brian Reid Chair

Albert Rose, Margaret Schultz, Diane Lantz

STEWARDSHIP

WORSHIP LEADERS

Dann Jergenson Chair

Margaret Schultz 8:00, Eileen Jackson 10:30
Scheduling

QUIET TIME

ALTAR GUILD

Chris Lubinski Convener

SCHOLARSHIP

Frank Shirbroun Contact

CHOIR
David Locke Parish Musician

SOPHIA SINGERS
Melisa Doss, Carole Hansen Coordinators

EDUCATION FOR MINISTRY

Joan Johnson Chair

ADULT FORUMS
Ted Brookes Director

CARING MINISTRY
Eileen Jackson Chair

Melisa Doss Mentor
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December Calendar
EVENTS

BIRTHDAYS

ANNIVERSARIES

2. Fireside Spirituality 10A, Evensong 5:30P

Anonymous 7P

3. Quiet Time for Meditation 7P

19. Brad Portin, Caring Ministry Meeting 1:30P

4. Cheryl Waide, Shirley Erb, Narcotics Anonymous 7P
7. Cleveland Riley, Pacific MusicWorks Underground Concert, 7:30P
8. Lynne Scapple
9. Pete Snyder, Fireside Spirituality 10A, Evensong
5:30P
10. Albert Rose, Joy Johnson, Quiet Time for Meditation, 7P

20. Kim Jones
21. Pandora Halstead
22. Elaine Ludtke, Meade Brown & Laura Valente,
Bill Carruthers & Dr. Nancy Ruff
23. Fireside Spirituality 10A, Evensong 5:30P
24. Christmas Eve early service 5P (carols 3:30P),
Quiet Time for Meditation 7P, Christmas Eve late
service 9P (carols 7:30P)

11. Laura Valente, Narcotics Anonymous 7P

25. Christmas Day service 10:30A, Narcotics Anonymous 7P

12. Gordon Stewart, Nettie Snyder

27. Anne Katherine

13. Thomas Haven Ames

29. Combined Service 9:30A

15. Melahn Murphy, Scott & Sharren Anderson

30. Hannah McConnaughey, Fireside Spirituality
10A, Evensong 5:30P

16. Bert & Mary Ann Speir, Fireside Spirituality
10A, Evensong 5:30P

31. Quiet Time for Meditation 7P

17. Quiet Time for Meditation 7P
18. Fred Ludtke, Haley McConnaughey, Vestry
Meeting 4:30P, Narcotics

SERVICE SCHEDULE
Sunday

8:00 am Eucharist Rite I (followed by coffee/fellowship and Adult Forums)
10:30 am Eucharist Rite II (with music, church school & child care, followed by coffee/fellowship)
Monday
5:30 pm Solemn Evensong (with incense)
Tuesday

7:00 pm Quiet Time Meditation
Wednesday

10:00 am

Eucharist and Holy Unction (prayers for healing)
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Ted Brookes Presents

Adult Forums: December

E

ach year, I approach December with growing ambivalence and a touch of trepidation. I love
the spiritual part of the season as well as some aspects of the secular. However, the incessant
commercialism that has become our modern Christmas drives me crazy. Who wants to see
Christmas lights strung up on Thanksgiving Day, listen to the crowds clamor on Black Friday, or
hear “Frosty the Snowman” sung multiple times for 24 straight days? I certainly don’t! I’ve decided to focus on the real reason for the season this year, and embrace the things that make me feel
fulfilled spiritually throughout Advent: Things like providing food or clothing to needy families,
hearing a children’s choir sing at the Christmas Eve service, or seeing a brightly lit and seasonally-decorated church nave. These are just some of the things that put me in an appropriate soul zone
at Christmastide. How about you?
The Sunday adult forum schedule for December will gallantly try to negotiate the secular with
the sectarian aspects of the season this year. First up, St. Augustine’s Interim Rector, Canon
Joan Anthony, will review November’s annual Diocesan Convention, including resolutions and
announcements. On December 8th, Carol Squire from Good Cheer Food Bank & Thrift Stores
will discuss new developments and share some of the results of a survey being taken of clients and
community members regarding services. The third and fourth Sundays will be dedicated to our
continuing DVD Bible study series “Jesus and the Gospels” with a focus on why the Gospels were
written and what they try to convey. The last Sunday in December will be devoted to the first part
of our annual parish meeting, in which new Vestry members and Diocesan Convention delegates
and their alternates will be chosen.
Specific forum dates, subject matter, and presenters or hosts are provided below:
1 December - Diocesan Convention Review. The 2019 Diocesan Convention was held at the
Lynnwood Convention Center on November 8th and 9th. St. Augustine’s was ably represented
by four delegates and two alternates. In the Episcopal Church, important decisions are made at
diocesan conventions. This forum will focus on the structure of the church and what part the
Convention plays in that structure. Most importantly, the decisions made at the Convention this
year that will impact the congregation in 2020 and beyond will be discussed. Canon Joan will
present.
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8 December - What’s New at Good Cheer. Carol Squire, Executive Director at Good Cheer
Food Bank & Thrift Stores, will conduct an informal sit-down conversation in which she will
entertain your questions, input, and suggestions, as well as discussing some of the new directions at
Good Cheer. In order to fulfill its mission to create a hunger-free community on South Whidbey,
Good Cheer staff is currently conducting a survey among food bank shoppers and community
members. Carol hopes to be able to share some of the preliminary results of this survey with the
congregation. Ted Brookes will host.
15 December - Why Compose Gospels? The writing of the Gospels represented a real shift in
the understanding of the Good News. The answer to the question “Why compose Gospels?” leads
to a consideration of the very nature of the Gospels. Ted Brookes presents.
22 December - The Synoptic Problem & Its Solutions. Three of the canonical Gospels are
alike and different in striking and puzzling ways. This lecture exposes what is known as the
synoptic problem and offers solutions, including a discussion of the hypothetical source for the
synoptics known as Q. Ted Brookes presents.
29 December - Annual Parish Meeting, Part 1. The meeting will convene between Sunday
services. Therefore, no forum is scheduled.
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Walking Among the Giants
143 words

To walk among the forest sentinels, giants in the long making one ring at
a time. Just in awe to comprehend these living ancients, some before Christ
did come.
Down from on high cascading light beams nourish sprouting seedlings reaching for the canopy. All is hushed but for the sound of rain drops gently bathing the forest floor.
The hush is broken but by the sounds of squirrels feasting on the bounty of
seeds, burying the rest in secret caches for the coming winter season. Owls
call to summon distant mates who reply with resounding confirmation.
Bucks do bellow now and then, to announce their presence to their fellows
with does a-watching.
By grace this wonderous place will renew for centuries yet to come for future
generations to witness and embrace.
Copyright ©2019 by Stephen Schwarzmann
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Vestry Recap

October 16, 2019

Approved at Vestry Meeting, November 20, 2019

Interim Rector Report: Canon Joan Anthony continues to visit current and past parishioners in need
of pastoral care. She also reiterated the requirement for her Letter of Mutual Ministry Agreement
(LOMMA) to have three goals: Financial Health, Coming to Reconciliation, and Redeveloping Inreach and Outreach. She suggested in-reach activities of Quiet Mornings during Advent, regular
movie screenings, and in-depth conversation about the sermon after the 10:30 service. She will
also meet with Convention Delegates to discuss resolutions that will be voted on at the Diocesan
Convention and is hosting the quarterly Newcomers and Inquirers gathering Oct. 20 between services.
Annual Meeting: The Annual Meeting will be held in two parts: elections on
December 29 between services, in addition to some discussions; ministry and committee reports on
January 19 following a combined service at 9:30 am.
Nominating Committee: Celia Metz and Dick Hall, outgoing members, provided updates on
possible new Vestry nominees. Celia has agreed to continue as Vestry Clerk.
Stewardship: Updates on the Stewardship Campaign were provided in reports to the Vestry.
Endowment Committee: The Vestry discussed the proposed 2020 Endowment Fund withdrawal,
to be presented for approval at the November meeting.
Russian Visitor: Canon Joan is working with Carole Hanson on an upcoming visit by
Fr. Alexander Tkachenko, director of the hospice we support in St. Petersburg, Russia. Canon Joan
will invite him to provide an update on the activities at an afternoon gathering.
Greening Committee: The Greening Committee would like to have mulch provided to spread
on the church grounds’ Meditation Trail. The Sandri family donated $200 to the cost and the
Summer Gardening Fund will cover the balance of $216.
Monthly Financial Review: Treasurer Nancy Ruff reviewed the 9/30/19 budget report and noted
that several areas continue to be either over-budget or may be over-spent before the end of the year.
The Treasurer and Bookkeeper are working on a few issues in the Church Windows software which
have resulted in some errors on the fund balance sheet. Nancy and Canon Joan are continuing to
work with US Bank to authorize Canon Joan as a signer for the Discretionary Fund and to remove
those who are no longer authorized.
Upcoming Events: All Parish Dinner Oct. 24; Holiday Market Nov. 12.
More detailed minutes are posted in the hallway off the Narthex after Vestry approval.
The next meeting of the Vestry is Wednesday, December 18, 20 in the Parish Hall.
Meetings of the Vestry are open to all parishioners.
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Mission Sunday Offering December 2019

E

EQUESTRIAN
CROSSINGS

questrian Crossings (EqX) is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization serving the Whidbey Island
and greater area since 2009. With a combined love of horsemanship and service to the community, volunteers, instructors and members serve riders ages 5 to 105! They provide horseback riding lessons for multiple disciplines (English and western), skill levels, and abilities. A unique
aspect of the lessons is the inclusion of adaptive and regular riders in the same classes. Adaptive
riding is tailored to meet the specific needs of individuals who have a physical, emotional, learning
or other disability or illness that would otherwise keep them from experiencing the joy of horseback
riding. All instructors are nationally certified and must undergo additional training and certification to specialize in adaptive riding techniques.
The value of interacting with horses is immediately apparent for any rider
as they experience the combined benefits of physical exercise that promotes
increased strength and flexibility, confidence-building that lasts long after
the ride, developing horsemanship skills and bonds with nature and horses,
and the chance for social interaction with people from many walks of life.
Equestrian Crossings’ motto is “Where Dreams Become Opportunity” and they strive daily to empower riders to achieve their dreams and reach their goals in safe and supportive environments. A
contribution to EqX is an investment in the community, as the undeniable benefits of riding are being realized by the medical and therapeutic sciences and as demand for these specialized services are
increasing every year. It is an investment in trainers and volunteers who work tirelessly to provide
the best possible experience while upholding continuing training, safety, and material standards. It
is an investment in riding equipment and in the program horses like Diego and Bingsa who provide
the foundation and source of inspiration for the riders in the program. Most importantly your contribution directly supports the riders whose lives are so greatly impacted and improved by spending
as little as an hour a week in the riding program.
Thank you for your consideration of the organization. You are invited to visit their website at http://
equestriancrossings.org or their Facebook page for information about the program, donating, or
volunteering. Volunteers are always welcome and opportunities are available for board members and
administrative roles.
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On This Bluff – Witness That
With each rise and retreat
of the Salish Sea,
I am reminded the
here and now connects
you and me.
With each sea washed
salt spray that streaks by,
uplifted on wind
and torn branches,
there rests a trace
upon my lips
of all our beginnings,
yours and mine
for your peaceful soul
is unmindful of parting dimensions,
here we are,
until we are not.
©Charlene Bushnell October 30, 2019
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Compromise

